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NEW AND OLD C. G. HEADS MEET
TO DISCUSS PROBLEMS OF CAMPUS
ABBEY THEATRE PLAYERS PRESENT




Means Sought To Give Students\Democrats Compromise
i >-j f>, _ _ . i Tonight at 8:15, m Alumna- Hall,\Jn t^Urry tor Leader i Dr. Ernest Feise, Professor of German
— -•-—
| at Johns Hopkins University, will lee-
A resume of the present political ! ture on The Message of Goethe's Life.
situation shows that attention is fo-
1
• • •
cussed at present on the coming Na-
tional Convention, at which the nom-
inees for President of each political I
party will be chosen. There has bt
a great deal of interest centered on
!
the selection of the delegates to the
|
On Friday and Saturday nights,
Democratic Convention, to be held in April 22 and 23, at 8 o'clock, A. K. X.
June at Chicago. Since Governor j will hold its annual semi-open.
Roosevelt of New York has been men-
tioned recently in magazines, news-
j
The speaker at the chapel on Sun-
papers, and by popular opinii
collegeThe retiring preside
government organi2ations and the
newly elected presidents from Smith.
Vassar, Bryn Mawr and Mount Hol-
yoke niet at Wellesley on April 16 and
17 as members of the annual Five
College Conference.
The discussions of the conference
centered about the problems of stu-
dent government and the means of
making it a more vital force in college
life. In this regard, it was felt that
more effort should be made to interest
people in student government and to
give them an understanding of the
ideals of community life for which
such government stands. Informal
teas at which current college problems
could be discussed were suggested.
Emphasis was placed upon the im-
portance of maintaining the interest
which freshmen always show in cam-
pus affairs during the first year of
their college life. If they are not given'
some insight into the purposes of the
vnnuus organizations or an opportuni-
ty to work for them, all enthusiasm
soon dies and the whole college is
thereby the loser. This was held to be
particularly true in the case of the
student government organization and
the interest and responsibility which
On Friday. April 22, at 7:30 P. M..
I there will be a meeting of the Cosmo-
j
politan Club at Agora House.
ly, April 24. will be Rev. E
of the most likely candidates for the i Iddings Bell Warden of St. St.
office, the choosing of the > Co„ Annandaie-on-Hudson,
from New York was watched
,„ ...
_ . _.




[n3SI^J:i Professor De Onis To Talk
general amazement at the outcome. AbOUt The SDaniSll Theatre
Instead of following trie leadership of I
their Governor, the State Committee , — -
'
turned to John F. Curry and certain
|
on Friday afternoon, April 29, at
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 1) 4:40 in Room 124 Founders Hall, Pro-
: fessor Federico de Onis, distinguished
teacher, author and editor, will deliver
a lecture under the auspices of the De-
partment of Spanish on the subject
Significacion Moderna del Teatro
Classico Espanol Professor de Onis is
head of the Department of Spanish of
Columbia University, and one of the
Directors of the Institute de las Es-
As They Desire It
Page Doctor Freud! College
Government presidents are con-
fessing suppressed desires these
days and a humble News reporter
dares not attempt to interpret
them, since the obvious moral is too
heart-rending for new officers to
bear. One rarely asks for a good,
:ase of jitters, you
startling revelation,




five years in utter, impenetrable
silence without meeting so mu
a garrulous wildcat, through the
Himalaya Mountains, while Elii
Best, who recently flung her r
duties over her shoulder, avow.'
Lennox Rohinson Is Producer
And Author Of "White-
Headed Boy"
GIVE GREGORY PLAY
For the Junior prom play on the
thirtieth of this month, the Barn-
swallows were fortunate in their
choice. The famous Abbey Theatre
Irish Players are to be their guests;
Professor Shillito Talks
On Problems Of Nationalism
MroimvN'Nationalism,
emotions that can control the hearts
of man, "man's other religion." was'
the topic of a lecture given by Rev.
Dr. Edward Shillito. English journalist,
author, and preacher, in Alumnae
Hall, Monday evening, April 18. The
speaker began with an explanation of
the importance of nationalism as one
of the causes of the World War and as
the strongest tendency in the minds
of the men of Europe for four centu-
ries. Three facts were brought out to
At Concert Next Wednesday I a™ u» primacy o. this mode „
English Airs To Be Played
After of self-1
' thinking. Sovereign states hav<
: established that hold to no la
A concert of unusual interest will be I yond their own; there was found
presented on Wednesday evening,
(
ideal of patriotism that says
April 27, in Billings Hall, by Miss countrVi right r wrong.
Helen Joy Sleeper and Miss Gladys
Avery of the Department of Music,
with the assistance of Dorothy Brew-
ster Comstock's Seventeenth Century
Ensemble.
The program spans the seventeenth
century in English music, and includes
works written originally for three,
four, and five viols in concert, some





est works are two groups of Elizabeth-
an songs with string quartet accom-
paniment, recently edited from the
original manuscripts by Peter Warlock.
these sovereign
states, it is not shocking that there
was a mighty explosion. The peace
that has followed the war, although
it brought about a splendid new im-
petus to international cooperation, also
brought out a fresh outburst of na-
tionalism, as can be seen in a survey
of various states existing today. In
Italy, Fascism, in Turkey, Kernel
Pasha's strong rule, in Japan, the
strength of Empire, in India. Gandhi's
ideal, all are examples of nationalistic
the chief tendency is
Pieces by William Young, transcribed
:
^ make
only known copy of an edi-
j QTer tfje irLnab itant.
The second fact brought
necessity for thinking now
of the world
future, the East as well as the West
At one time, the consideration of man
Gillies Whittaker, furnish some of the
earliest examples of the violin sonata.
The major part of the program Is
drawn from works which Miss Sleeper
herself found last year in the British
Museum. These she has transcribed
from the manuscripts, scored, and
edited for modern instruments. They
represent the old English Fancies,
Pavans, and Ayres, which were pro-
duced in amazing quantity by John
Jenkins and his contemporaries for
the delight of Jacobean
amateur players, and wh
undeserved neglect when
(Continued on Page \
suffered
ONLY A DOLLAR TO SEE
THE ABBEY THEATRE PLAYERS
TICKETS SOLD IN ROOM 30,
GREEN HAM-
APRIL 25, 26, and 27





could be confined to the
an; then the Atlantic replaced it, and
now the Pacific is demanding its place.
The Eastern statesmen have listened
with respect to the Western leaders,
and now there is danger that they will
repeat all the old mistakes made in
The break-up of the old religions
was the third fact to be stressed. The
leaders of thought in East and West
have broken away from the old set
religions, but the heart of man is
basically religious, and he must have
some altar at which to worship. If
religion does not satisfy, he will turn
i„ nationalism. This is not a new idea,
What! No Depression
twenty-one people
house them properly in the village's
garages. The depression is over.
Let us not sigh for the cars of yes-
teryear—the Packards and the Cad-
illacs, a hundred strong, that
marked the years between '28 and
'30. They belong to the lost gen-
eration, not to us. Their little
brothers and cousins—Studcbakers,
Chevi-olets, with an occasional La
Salle, are with us.
And another thing—although
there are several roadsters and
convertibles on campus, we are in-
tha the
istered since April 12 are of the
"family" variety. This makes us
wonder if Wellesley's mothers are
being driven about in station-wag-
but
far back in the Old Testament, as
instance in the Song of Deborah
which love of nation and love of God
are bound together. With the fc
(Continued on Page 2, Col. :
In addition to
Twenty-One, a few seniors we know
of are waiting for Mr. Ford's new-
est child. Two, who apparently
could not wait, invested in an old
and feeble model, which they have
named (to be sure of distinction,
although few of the more opulent
seniors have bothered with names)
We are always interested in
knowing just where all these cars
come from and where they are go-
ing when they graduate from Bill's
tender tutelage of twenty miles an
hour on campus, pullease! Several
wear the Massachusetts







William Peperell Montague of Co-
lumbia and Harvard, one of the lead-
ers of the American realistic school of
philosophy, gave the annual Mary
Whiton Calkins Memorial lecture on
Wednesday, April 13, in Alumnae Hall.
Professor Montague undertook the
rather large task of bringing order
and relation into what appears to be
at times an utterly confused and di-
verse field, that of modern philosophy,
at the same time emphasizing trends Every actor
of contemporary scientific thought. j There gje no st
Present philosophical thought falls I (Continued
into a four-part division, although the :
Dr. Feise Will Lecture On
humor and droll situations. It con-
cerns a young man who is the darling
of his mother's heart even after he
fails at college. In addition to the fun
provided by him and his family, there
is Aunt Ellen, an elderly lady who is
constantly in love.
The Irish Players are now recognized
as virtually the finest troupe of actors
now playing. They are considered by
some to be better than the world-
famous Art Theater of Moscow.
Founded by Lady Gregory, William
Butler Yeats, John Synge and others
more than twenty years ago, the Abbey
Theatre has, in spite of opposition on
the part of the English, gained a great
reputation. Here many of the finest
plays of the Irish dramatists have had
their first production, including some
of Shaw's, Synge's, and St. John
fitted for his part.
Page 6, Col. 3)
ately placed only
of the extreme vie
clonvau-efirst
mechanism and idealism, each with its
exclusive emphasis on one aspect of
the mind-body dualism. Growing out
of these two polar views are two types
of compromise, dualism or vitalism,
which derives its inspiration particu-
larly from the biological sciences, and
positivism or phenomenalism with its
foundation in the social sciences and
its emphasis on experience and prac-
tice. Professor Montague then
sketched briefly the history of con-
temporary idealism from the introduc-
of • Scot-
land and England in the mid-nine-
teenth century, through Bradley, its
most famous English exponent, and
Josiah Royce. the great American ideal-
ist, among whose followers was Mary
Pragmatism was the aspect of posi-
tivism which Professor Montague em-
phasized chiefly. He pointed out very
clearly the good and the bad of this
peculiarly American philosophy as
represented by the doctrine of John
Dewey. Dewey's emphasis on the "ln-
tellecUiulizarion of the practical,"
Montague feels to be a healthy chal-
lenge to the intellectually reclusive;
the related influence of pragmatism,
however, in "practicalizing the intel-
lect" has the vicious tendency to sub-
ordinate mind to practical activity.
In connection with mechanism Mon-
the new physics of
the student of philosophy, the theories
of relativity, quantum, and entropy,
all of which are disturbing concepts
that challenge contemporary philoso-
phy. As intermediate views, between
vitalism in the first
(Continued on Page 5, Col. 3)
Message Of Goethe's Life
Tonight in Alumnae Hall
Ernest Feise, Ph.
German at Johns Hopkins University,
will lecture through the courtesy of the
Department of German. His subject
will be 77ie Message 0/ Goethe's
Lite. Educated in Berlin, Munchen,
and Leipzig. Professor Fiese came over
to the United States in 1908 and has
been teaching here ever since. He is
an able speaker and well used to
American audiences. Among his pub-
lications are several studies of Goethe.
Language Notes and Books abroad and
contributing editor for a German mag-
azine. In order that students attend-
fully a brief resume of It follows:
The legacy Goethe left to the world
dred and fifty volumes of the great
standard edition of his works, letters,
diaries, and conversations but also in
the life which he led and which even
by contemporary writers in Ameri-
ca such as Motley and Calvert was
recognized in early years as the most
complete ever lived by a man. The
often quoted lines of Faust, "A true
man, though obscure his impulse, yet








4:00 TO 5:30 P. M.
LLESLEY C OLLEGE NEWS
the shores of this beautiful ]
the Silver Bay Conference is held each
year in June. The natural beauty of
Silver Bay forms an ideal background
for the varied program of activities
offered to the girls who came together
from various colleges throughout the
East.
After the busy days of the Spring
term and Commencement, Silver Bay
offers you opportunity for rest and
recreation with the added interest of
meeting informally with interesting
people of today, specialists in Inter-
national Politics, Labor Questions,
Race Problems, Religion, and various
Youth Movements. The discussion
groups sit about under the trees or by
the lakeside with trained leaders who
guide the thinking about various
world problems of today which are
also "our problems" and Interests. It
is a rare opportunity to gain insight
_W E LL E S L COLLEGE NEWS
THE PEREGRINATING PRESS
.fUKY I
does choose to be-
' sweet me"""- o.,,„hic:illv— „ ,„
St the campus 1 day Tl'ZllT^"^ •»»«— a—**
began he saw some things which
pleased his barbarous, masculine sense .
, EAR
of humor. He strolled by Beebe's door













now it all happened. Perry had always
looked upon Crewites with abject ad-
1 just recently, how-
ever, nad he had an opportunity to try
his skill at the oar, bend his back
loyally for his Alma Mater, and de-
velop manly muscles to boot. The hero





al effort of an Eng-
nalntaln the digni-
fied native form.
I. Sonata in F William Young
Three Violins, 'Cello and Piano
Fantasia in C Minor John Jenkins






pane listened with a pleased air to
their numerous prostestations of un-
dying gratitude for the young man's
kindness. The station reached, the
girls stepped on the platform and their
hero piled the bags around them. Then
doffing his cap (Perry loves these ex-
pressions!) "Fifty cents please," he de-
manded. When the car h;
Perry and the girls raised
PERRY and a bevy
came back from their vacations
the boat from New York to Boston a
a rough voyage it was, mates! The I
wind blew a terrible gale and the ship ' £-*
pitched all over the sea. Monday
fil]i
night before retiring. Perry and a
friend took a midnight constitutional
around the deck. As they rounded
the bow and started down the star-
board side (Perry has determined to
be a sailor and believes in starting to
practise immediately) a great gust of
wind caught them and hurtled them
down the deck. Perry saw a man ap-
proaching but as he himself was not
able to stop his progress, he thought
the man might have i
resounding whack with which they
* wearing out but Perry has always
does not think that his nerves are the
cause of it all. Instead, Perry blames
all his nervousness on the Seniors who
have recently acquired cars. These
inconsiderate creatures, forgetting that
they, too, once propelled themselves
along campus lanes on wobbly bicycles,
whiz gayly past the less fortunate
Perry, showering him with dust. Not
content with this humiliations they
force, with rash and haughty aban-
don, the terrified Perry from a rightful
six inches of the road. And now poor
Perry is suffering from a critical case
of nervous prostration.
thusiasm which overflows at the slight
est symptom of the desired event. Hi
proved this, almost to his own surprise
last Saturday when he '
ing with a great deal of
to make up innumerable hours of sleep
lost by the wayside the preceding
night. An organ-grinder with one of
the more execrable instruments chose
the same hour to establish himself
comfortably in the court under the
j
window. Happy Days Are Here Again
String Trio
Suite in G Minor Matthew Locke
String Quartet
IV. Pavan and Ayre in D Minor
William Lawes
String Quintet
Fantasia on One Note
Henry Purcell
String Quintet




Stlly Poor Joas Anon.
Merry Pleasant Spring Anon.
VI. Suite in D Minor William Young
Two Violins, 'Cello and Piano
PROFESSOR SPEAKS
ON GOETHE'S LIFE
(Continued from Page 1. Col. 5 )
of
b Angels can deliver" are,
ot only the quintessence
of Goethe's great drama but may also
be considered as the epitome of the
poet's own life, which in a span of 83
years was devoted to poetry, science,
statesmanship, the education of a na-
tion, but above all to the practice of
the art of living, not in an idle epi- i






came together will always remain in
plan was a good one—he stopped! The
gentleman was somewhat irate at first
but when he realized what a service
he had done to the canine race, the
honor struck him silent and he con-
tinued on his way.
pealed forth with a truly t
tal disregard of the key and at least! ENGAGEMENTS
a third of the notes. 1 Can't Give
'27 Prances Furber to Mr. Cecil A
You Anything But Love started on an : Reneger, University of Maryland,
even more threatening tirade, and
j
Ex '28 Adelaide Dunn to Mr. Augus
Perry gave up the idea of a siesta iust. i tus s - Grist.
then, but surprisingly enough not to
assume the defensive. Instead he hung
sentimentally out of the window and
minstrels and the
comes with the spring.FRIDAY night, April 15, the Mathe-
matics Club held their last meeting
at Tau Zeta Epsilon House in the form
j
qTRANGK and motley costumes are
of a banquet. After the dinner elec- O no novelty to Perry, but a Senior
tions were held for next year's officers,
j
spotted in the Vil Saturday afternoon
The results were as follows: President, combined decorative and utilitarian
Dorothy Rhyman, 1933. vice-president,
|
garments in a way deserving note even
Miriam Lonely, 1933, treasurer, Betty
\ at Wellesley. The dress was long and
Richardson, 1933, Junior executive
j
elaborate and filmy black; the
member, Mary Lindh, 1934, secretary, i thin and high
'29 Edit Van
'30 Parnel C. Williams to
Charles F.. Brosius, University
Pennsylvania, '28.
'31 Frances Shennan to Mr. Clin




11. r indents with advanced qua.lt-
. For catalog and information address
:
{ The Dean
The SCHOOL of NURSING of
YALE UNIVERSITY








Beautifully tailored in shan-
tung with tiny cord pipings
and hand
-embroidered
"monogram" motif in con-
trasting color. Brown with
peach, turquoise with peach,
peach with turquoise, jade
with brown. Sizes 14 to 20.
'31 Elizabeth Knode to Mr. E
Conrad, Dartmouth, '25.
'31 Elizabeth Noyes to Mr. Donald
A. Stockman. Bowdoin. '32.
Ex '31 Rita Halle to Mr. Fn







AT A. K. X. on Friday evening the ject:
German Club held its last meet- the m
tag of the year. A play, Mutter Ajas
\
before
Geburtstceg. which dealt with the life
of Goethe's mother, was presented by'
twelve of the members. Norma Kars- I
ten played the chief role, the mother
j
SENIORS WILL HOLD
of Goethe. Elections for the officers ACADEMIC COUNCIL
for next year were made. Martha :
MARRIAGES
coiffure "worth/of, Ex
'26 Drusllla Pratt t0 *** Georee
Oliver Gjoerloff, March 26.
'29 Carol B. Hess to Clinton Mayer
Long, April 11, in Atlanta, Georgia.
Perry the Pressman I '29 ™
Bowditch was elected
Priedmann. vice-president, Florence
Binswanger, secretary and Barbara
M ARGAHETchosen as Wellesley's representa-
at Junior Month in New York
summer and Beatrice Moore has
appointed
M OW that spring is bursting fort
'' all its glory (Oh, well, it sh
te. even if it isn't) , Perry himself
abandoned his drab wii
and has emerged as a social butterfly.
He attended yesterday afternoon the
"Pen houses of Agora, Shakespeare,
and Phi Sigma for the gay young
sophomores and the jolly, jolly juniors.
Perhaps Perry did nearly choke on the
raspberry ice, but he accepted it phil-
year on May 12 all the
tes except the freshmen r
session of the Senior
1. All the well-known
Faculty will be conferring at
me. Exactly what the purpose
meeting will be is as yet un-
sured that their discussion will be vivid
and interesting. During this confer-
ence all other members of the Faculty
will be barred from
Hortense Landauer, the eru
will preside at the meeting
I man. Isabel Cranflll, Carolyn Hull,
Nellie L. Weil and Beatrice Hofman
will ably support her as Faculty Com-
mittee. All those who possibly can are
urged to be present at this session, for
it offers an opportunity to learn many
new and astounding facts about this
college we live with.
ham T. Alper. April 1, in Brookiine.
Address: 53 Grove Street, Wellesley,
'31 Catherine Durant to Mr. Re
inson Heap.
Ex '31 Marion C. Breaks to &
Neill Smith Graham HI, March 16.
COLLEGE NOTES
MARRIAGES
Ex '32 Eileen Goudy to Mr. Alfred
Frederick Steinkamp, April 2.
ENGAGEMENTS
'32 Nancy Hazell to Mr. Paul
Bachman.
'32 Florence R. Efroymson to Mr.
Harry B. Smith of Lowell, Mass.
DEATHS
Mr. Frederick Cross, March 26,
1
of Mary Cross, Ex-'32.
DE PINNA
5th Avenue at 52nd Street
NEW YORK
WILL SHOW AT THE WELLESLEY
DISPLAY SHOP
Today, Tomorrow and Saturday
April 21, 22 and 23
Sport, Spectator sport, and Formal Town Costumes
Coats, Dresses, Knitted Suits, Hats and Sweaters.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
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what Wellesley proudly calls self-gov-






i ii Mil urn-
Ui Ih -ley
.similar institutions,
then that the results of this confe
dice which has made no demand (
our time or energy should be given
least our careful attention.
might expect
Gentle to return from a spring va-
Zephyrs? cation that followed Easter
by almost an entire week,
from a holiday that was. at least
for some of us, featured by warmth
and sunshine, to a Wellesley that
would favor us with cleemnt
weather. How can the more fragile
souls that frequent this campus bear
up under the blizzards that have swept




of the student body-cutting.
take the privilege
seriously, do not over-exercise it
and
are willing to abide by its results,
if
any. Consequently the practise o
some members of the faculty, either of
directly forbidding cutting in their
classes or of laying special penalties on
those who do, seems to augur a dis-
inclination on their parts to be bound
by rules. We do not say that frequent
cutting does not deserve a reprimand
but those who fail to meet their class
appointments only two or three times




thing to try i
ance of the
fact that there are
Some of us are able
to place without be-
blown <
village. What good is thei
;ty in which we must fine
;ation for our woes in such i
n automobile? We plead tt
control the weather to be
of us.
i free press in the
Nl-ws, the bicycle
racks in the parking space have been
inspected and inquiries made in regard
to their failure to serve the purpose
for which they were put up.
It is expected that different braces
cable, and it is hoped that these will
prove satisfactory to all concerned.
Ellen F. Pendleton.
DR. WHITING EDITS POETRY
There exists a dog Adonais
Who gets culture day-is by day-is.
He finds culture hard
When handed a card
With nine or ten E's and no A-is.
Now here is a lovely young college
Quite fond of erudite knowledge.
If it taught more
! Of "How not to Bore"
' All knowledge the college could abolege.










A Challenge To Scholars
A new college is opening this fall
in Bennington, Vermont, and is even
now attracting the notice of many uni-
versities and colleges by its novel plan
of education. The school is essentially
onne for scholars in the true sense of




All contributions for this column
must be signed with the full name
will be used if th
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opinions and
C'-'ifrHmtirnts -.tumid
hands of the Editors by i
Monday.
Ihinu
the schedules that we must lo
decide upon, and fill out, resp
Choosing courses is a more
matter than trying to get
eleven-forties as possible, bu
people never find this out.
The general trend towards e
ing required courses has certain de- HONOR
fects: it encourages lazy habits of !_.;__
mind. Almost anyone will admit thatj To the Wenes iey college News:
the ultimate good of a college educa-
1 Qne of tne points stressed by the
delegates to the Five College Confer-
ence is that better student government
will be achieved only when every in-
dividual feels her responsibility for
carrying out the ideals of the organiza-
tion. The Gray Book states, "The full
The Poems of John Audelay, edited
by Dr. Ella Keats Whiting, Assistant;
Professor of English Literature, has
just been published by the Early Eng-
lish Text Society of London. This
edition of a fifteenth century poet I




accessible to students has been issued ; Under such as ,<storm and stress„
under the auspices of a distinguished
j And shadea
group of specialists. Wellesley is proud ' Qf Math and History,
of being represented by Dr. Whiting in
j
Qr even Lit and Art
this famous series. d bobble up
M. H. Shackford.
j To c ia jm concern
: On knowledge's poor part,
C. G. HEADS REPORT I "Hs time to hang your head in shame,
CAMPUS CONDITIONS Whi)e ™>«'°™e
Contained From Page
mediaeval history, thi
and advanced Greek m
make an impression or
ible is the mark that t







it is hoped, the stud
her subject will arous<
enough desire to work
side authoiity will b








our as- I problems, we v






responsibility of a student of Wolk-lrv
that anyone can find
,
College demands not only that she
ses which present real
j
conform her own conduct to Wellesley






k to be standards
' few of formity." Every member of the Col-
lives in lege—not just the few who are College
nd the
j
Government officers—has a definite
world is
| obligation, when she knows of a case
f law-infringement, to ask the stu-
In praising this experiment, we do ; during the last year or two of college. I dent to report herself to the proper
it mean to condemn the system now
; We expect to be sneered at by the authority. The person who discharges
vogue in most colleges, including ! campus sophisticates, who know all tnis responsibility is helping to make
r own. It is perhaps the only way about Business School dances and
j
College Government a vital force in
ch a large group with such divers trains to New Haven and can fin *
terests could be directed. But we ! their way about anywhere. The fac
academic atmosphere.
i college to t
think should be made
t
The time is short,
The gaps are many,
j
The causes are diverse
criticism upon matters of student gov-
|
..0m. noteg afe poor
eminent was regarded as an important
factor in the process of vitalizing the
organization. The college government I Are worse »
boards are eager for criticism and And yefc ^ GEN .ER .AL
suggestions; without it they have no | Comes on_with
way of knowing whether the existing
. Mim CIash
status of the collegiate community is
| And thg heayens
satisfactory to the students.
wifch ft springUke smjle
The members of the conference also
j
Sweep -er the muddled heads,
discussed the problems of elections l Yet deign no S igns
and faculty-student relations. In the
' propitious to those elect
former, the difficulty of arousing sin- I who say
_
cere interest in voting was recognized ..no whfl; von wlll .
and the various methods of meeting
this problem were compared. In the
latter case, informal entertaining of




. that as far .
arried almost defeats ends,
j
ing anything of value i
i'n-sHlrnt College Government,
about
ferent matter for a back-seat dn
to take the wheel. Furthermore,
have found it deadening. The cout
we choose are interesting, and as
chained to a two-hour assignment
there is no time to expand our little
ideas and soon they are forgotten.
of Bible, whether we will or no
; too late to start a required cours<
; will enable us to be really intelli-
: about people and things, currem
its, finance, developments? Or is ii
earlv?
Conferences of one kind
Self- or another are not un-
Government common at Wellesley,
but they are rarely of as
general interest to the student body
To the Wellesley College News
The very few people who v
Billings on Tuesday afternoon
not escape a feeling of
at the scarcity of the audience. Yet,
one can quite understand, in a week
in which there were six lectures within
: required depai'l merit
agreed that as many people as possible
should be urged to take advantage of
this opportunity.
In considering the honor system as
such it was generally felt that it
should be substituted by an endeavor to
build up a more mature sense of re-
sponsibility toward life in general and
community life in particular, for the
point of student government is ade-
quate self government. The problem
that rules are reasonable; secondly,
there is the difficulty of enforcing the
rules in the face of the fact that there
is little tradition of honor in the case
of specific social regulations.
It was the opinion of the delegates
is not unpleasant. It i:
our abilities. We havi
that the desiro to
ind. A meeting
colleges of the East is one
and one course suffers. I whicn concerns not only the delegates
themselves but every student in the
why Bennington appeals.
|
colleges they represent, for the prob-
largely attended. It is impossible to
go to everything, and it is inadvisable
to cut a required lecture in favor of a
more interesting one.
The trouble seems to lie in a poorly
weeks in the college schedule, prac-
tically devoid of outside lectures and
talks, while at other times the schedule




Dandelions having their fling.
Lift up a small, yellow face,
Lift up a wee, bilious face.
And that's why I sigh when I
Poor flowers that bloom ir
Tra-Ia-la-la-la-la — Tra-l£
Poor students who study ; Spring,
fair wel-bench by
c Curriculum Committee is of ies iey maid
ie. It should, however, have more
| sighing: "General, O General. O Gen
tinuity of policy, more vitality and| erai,-




The challenge it offers cannol
nored by a student. And for
Wellesley who are vtudents, w
urge a relaxation of the two-hi
so that a little n
STANI
are those of every student body. Just
how each of these units solves these , To the Welle;
common difficulties is from a tech- it has seem
nical point of view, of course, of little has been esl
concern to the average student; but ; authorities it
Press Board Notice
Will all freshmen and sophomores
seriously interested in the practical
journalistic experience offered by
Press Board work please make an
appointment to see Miss Johnson,
Room 237 Green Hall, during the
week of April 25.
Her eyebrows were tense, her look was
She sighed: "General. O General, O
She looked at her book and she looked



















The Good Fairy •




It is fast becoming a truism that
repeats itself almost automatically and
without thought or effort to say that I Languidi
the Abbey Theatre Company, playing interpreted
at the Hollis Street Theatre, is offering I jng for its
a rare opportunity for those who are
interested in the trend of the modern
drama. Nevertheless, at the risk of
banality, we prophesy that those who
do not see the Irish players during
their visit to the United States will
aint, due partly to the particu
lit tone of the piano and partly,
pei-naps, to caution in regard to he
recently-strained back. This rollick
ing, fanciful number Miss Wilder ren-
dered with subtle quick play of light
The second group, by Scriabin,
i
ed with a unit of four very short pre-
ludes. The first was dark, moody, and
The second was more melo-
5 third delicately and grace-
fully played. The fourth composition
entirely in the left hand, and con-
stituted one of the most interesting
enjoyable numbers of the evening.
Miss Wilder kept the melody distinct
lovely rich tone from the
piano. Feuillet d'Album and Danse
each sympatlifiirillv
roup was by Chopin, a
>se works are peculiarly
well suited to Miss Wilder's talents.
The familiar Fantasie in F Minor, with
its charming melody and stately grace,
was beautifully played, with a techni-
cal skill which managed the difficult
Seemingly, the choice of the play ; runs with ease, and an all-round ar-
atters surprisingly little; The Far-Off tistry which left very little to be de-
r«s, in spite of being written by Mr. | sired. The first Mazurka, opus 56, no.
2, had a lively swing; the second, opus
Ruth Benedict, assisted by Marjoi
was one of the finer things of
evening. Miss Benedict
splendid control over an already
pleasing voice and she found an able
counterpart in Miss Hussey.
Handel's vigourous Chorus, Welcome,
Welcome. Mighty King,
and Choir togeth)
gram. Mr. Kirkpatrick and Mr.
mann are to be congratulated <




On Tuesday evening, April
Monsieur Philippe Soupault, on
leading figures in contemporary
Prance, gave a lecture on La Jew
Litteraire et Artistique en France.
introducing his subject, M. Soupault
;hat his topic was a difficult
se of the great variety
e in ideas which
'( this literary era
DR. W. H. TWEEDLE





Wellesley Square Phone 1900
Lennox Robinson, is neither |
especially good, but the play is none
j
33, no.
the less delightful. The plot, while pianist
the
not startling in its originality nor un-
expected in its development, is admir-
able for its gay simplicity; blind Pat-
rick Clancy and his three daughters.
one of whom is enamored with the
idea of entering the convent and who.
in consequence of fulfilling her con-
stantly repeated "duty" in life, makes
di'lu.';icy and beauty of
play
Etude, opus
confident, flexible touch and nimble
provided a brilliant finale.
onse to the audience's en-
applause, Miss Wilder played
Au Revoir, a composition written by
Professor Macdougall and dedicated to
Miss Tufts at the time of their retire-





; although this quality
analysis of contemporary
hard, it is never-
of the things that gives
e its greatest charm,
ie of the youth of France
i the whole question of
d art is, according to M.
refusal to submit to the
non,.lly called
the plav ORCHESTRA AND CHOIR CONCERT
comfortably their leading
her two or three brief appearances to
impress the audience with her tooth-
aching and love-lorn individuality.
Unconventional, too. is the opening
elders. This is a
natural reaction of a group that desires
liberty in thought and expression above
anything else; but it often leads to
bad rather than good results. Only
a few of the older writers and painters
have exercised any influence on these
budding authors, and these have done
so only because of their own liberal
ideas. Andre
1
Gide, Marcel Proust, and
Valery are those who are followed in
the field of writing; Picasso in paint-
ing; and Stravinsky in music.
The aims of the young literary fig-
ures in Prance today, M. Soupault
continued, seem to group themselves
about the single idea of preserving
i Continued on Page 7, Col. 2)
Saturday cvcniiiL- Choir and the Col-
ege Symphony Orchestra presented
qualities and supporting casts that for- | 0intiy a concert which, in choice of
get their architectural purpose, to program and quality of performance.
cheer violently, was that each part was was one oi tne n
played with sincerity and artistry. [ ] es]ev nas heard
Typical, perhaps, of their new theory must be sajd no,
of acting and playwrighting is the fact musical organizations functioned much pfw,™^ n
~
smoothly in their indnulul IU<jU03I!;D L»i>
irs than when appearing to- THE SCREEN
e Orchestra, filled out with ar- Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
employed for necessary instm- ' APril 21, 22 and 23, the double bill at
merits outside the scope of college mu-
I
the Community Playhouse will include
is well equipped for its two | LadV With a Past- starring Constancs
principal offerings. Cortege du Serdare '. Bennett, and Charlie Chan's Chance,
the Caucasian Sketches of Ippol- ; featuring Warner Oland. Lady With
his Sunday night supper. The itow-Ivanow and Schubert's Unfinished \ a ?<*$* >s an ultra-modern comedy on
humor, although slightly obvious most > symphony in B Minor. The former, a I tne sophisticated side with just enough
of the time, is wry enough when de-
j march combining fierceness and mel- romance to add dash and flavor. The
livered with a faint Irish accent to ancnoly, was an excellent vehicle for story relates a society girl's adventur-
cause the most staid and stolid Boston tne orchestra, offering opportunities of j ous evolution from wall-flower to
audience a totally unaccustomed brand
\ interpretation well within its reach, i charmer in international settings,
cf hysterics. The mood of the piece was well sus-
j
Miss Bennett, who wears gorgeous
It is futile to attempt to mention
j
tained throughout, and the climaxes clothes from Paris in this picture, is
individual players who excelled, for were treated without a suggestion of ! supported by David Manners and Ben
every part is played in what seems to effort. Schubert's Symphony, which I Lvon - in Charlie Chan's Chance, a
be an inevitable manner. Instead may i represented a more ambitious attempt, gripping mystery melodrama, Warner
we remind you that Juno and the was notablygwell played, especially the Oland appears as Charlie Chan, fa-
Paycock is being played tonight, Riders Allegro movement. The first theme,, mous Chinese detective from Honolulu,
to the Sea and The Whiteheaded Boy
j g jVen to the oboe, is followed closely ' who solves
tomorrow afternoon, Autumn Fire to- Dy the familiar second theme taken Yoi"k City.
morrow night, Riders to the Sea and | up and developed by the entire or- I Monday, Tuesday
The Playboy of the Western World cnestra. Technically, except for a few j next week, April 25, 26 and 27, Bert
Saturday afternoon, and The Far-Off i spots, one could not have hoped for : Wheeler and Robert Woolsey in Peach
Rills Saturday evening. a better performance, and furthermore,! O'Reno, and Lionel Atwill in The Si-
J. G.. '33. Orchestra seemed to catch something lent Witness will be featured. In
:
I of the joyousness in the symphony.
}
Peach O'Reno, Wheeler and Woolsey,




Cor. Crest Rd. and Central St.
murder committed in New
: more even, included very nice solo
Those people who, because of the work.
rather short notice on which the re- ! Choir presented three groups of
cital was given, were obliged to miss \ songs as its share in the program. The
hearing Miss Jean Wilder play on
j
first, composed of folksongs sung in
Tuesday evening, April 12, deserve the! English, was characterized by clarity
greatest sympathy. The program was of diction, precision and vigor of attack
well chosen, and executed with ex-
j
and pleasant blending of parts. In the




poke the merry finger ol
and the wholesale dii
The picture rolls along
abandon and builds up
of funny situations. The Silent Wit-
ness, with what is almost an all-
English cast, brings Lionel Atwill. who
played the leading role in the stage
the
pretation.
Miss Wilder's first group consisted of
four numbers by Brahms. The Rhap-
sody in B Minor was rendered with a
smooth, even, mellow tone, but suffered
from lack of striking contrast. The
Intermezzo, opus 117, no. 1, showed
Player at her best. I
cadences exhibited
a web of circumstan-
he believes his son
; lullaby i and th<
rhythmic achieved
third number of this group were
»9. no. 3, was a shorter piece in fast.!
handled adequately but the sopranos
«A* synctpated rhyLn. Miss seemed forced beyond
Wlder's flexible fingering showed to
eood advantage, but the light touch
'
" crispness. In Cappriccio, opus
jarring note was introduced when the
singers seemed for a moment un-
familiar with their music. The second. , cial evidence
Sacerdotes Domini, sung in Latin. wasj a murder wi
by far their best work, the deep tones ] has committed.
in the alto part being kept secondary
to the more predominant sopranos. PROFESSOR SPEAKS
xulting note being well QN NgW PHILOSOPHY
Difficult passages In the .__
Continued from Pag^ 1, Col. 4)
»6,
, came the nearest
ange. The
Eastern Pictures in the














Marcel and Finger Waving





Do You Know That
attended this school.
start in June for the
the September
Roudybush








Delicious Chinese Foods Served
Preserved Candies and other Nice Chinese Things
LUNCHEONS—45c and 60c TEAS—25c and 35c
DINNERS—75c, $1.00 and $1.25
Special party dinner arrang-ed
Open from 11:30 a. m. to 12:00 p. m. including Sundays.
ORDERS PUT UP TO TAKE OUT
61 Central Street (.formerly St. Clair's) Wellesley
Phone Wellesley 2273
Wellesley Squar
e, Art. and Low Price
insp
"FORE!"
is are on you when
you < rive off the first tee . and
when you hole your last putt.
May ;e your gime can stand
on . .
.
but can yo .r clothes?
New- Mode Cleansing ill make con-
centration easier, for you can be sure
of looking smartly togged iut. We




he highway . . Halfway to Natick
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEW |
BOOKS PUBLISHED RECENTLY
All is Grist by G. K. Chesterton; Dodd,
Mead and Co.
a collection of essays as varied in
subject and individual in treatment as
familiarity with the previous work of
this writer would lead one to expect.
Discourse of a delightful savor on
Dante and Beatrice, the Middle Ages
(which he finds "dull and rainy"),
The Prudery of Slang and thirty odd
Bright Skin by Julia Peterkin; Bobbs
This new novel by the winner of last
year's Pulitzer Prize deals with the
same class of people and approximately
the same background as did Scarlet
Sister Mary. The story is warm and
appealing, and told in extraordinarily
simple style.
Saints and Sinners by Gamaliel Brad-
.
ford; Houghton Mifflin Co.
The portraits of seven men—on one
side, St. Francis of Assisl, Thomas a
Kempis and Fenelon; on the other,
Ceasar Borgia, Casanova. Talleyrand
j
and Lord Byron. Diverse personalities
as these appear on the surface, Mr.
Bradford makes it apparent that all
these men possessed the paramount I
driving trait of some form of ego, and
that this basic similarity caused
curious likenesses in the minor phases
of their characters. The book follows
the writer's previously established
biographical method; it is based on
sound research, eminently readable,
and permanent in value.
Three Loves by A. J. Cronin; Little,
Brown and Co,
This book, by the author of the
much-discussed Hatter's Castle, is the
exhaustive portrayal of the develop-
ment of a woman's character through
the three periods of her life. Her first
love, for her husband, is abruptly ter-
minated by his death, which is in-
directly caused by her jealousy and
suspicion. Next she devotes herself to
her son, and is rewarded for years of
sacrifice by his desertion when he
elopes with a girl of whom the mother
disapproves. Eventually she seeks
happiness in a convent, but is repelled
by the pettiness of the routine, and
his second novel Mr. Cronin maintains
the excellence of style and penetrating,
weighty delineation of character which
so distinguished his first.
DEMOCRATS COMBINE
FACTIONS IN CURRY
^Continued From Page 1, Col. 2)
leaders from the northern part of the
State, all friendly to Tammany Hall.
One of the most spectacular effects of
the change in control was the intro-
duction of a resolution demanding im-
mediate repeal of the Eighteenth
great increase in crime in Great
Britain, a fact that is causing great
concern to the Home Secretary, Sir
Herbert Samuel. In a speech before
Parliament, he called attention to the
alarming multiplicity of burglaries.
As causes responsible for this, he cited
the relaxation of control over children
during the World War, which pro-
duced a lawless group of men between
twenty-five and thirty years of age,
the most difficult part of the problem;
unemployment; the motor car, as
facilitating
That huge amount of money
raised for unemployment relief
been unequal to the demand k
serted by surveys made from reports
of officials of social service organiza-
tions. William H. Matthews, director
of the Emergency Work and Relief
Bureau in New York City, states that
situation is more critical now than
any other time during the depres-
n. The thousands who have been
receiving relief during the winter will
now be forced back on their own lim-
. The savings in expendi-
be between $225,000,000 and
1 $250,000,000. Sacrifice of twenty-six
working days in the year constitutes
the main feature of the plan, which
will save about $81,000,000, as against
the salary cuts of the House Commit-
tee, which it was estimated, would
save about $67,000,000. Also, the Presi-
dent's plan calls for the employment
of about 30,000 relief workers, instead
of the Committee's discharge of 10,000
persons now on the Federal payroll.
PROM EVENT TO BE
BY ABBEY THEATRE
Pleasant Rooms Available
NEW MOON TEA ROOM
with
available.
House Finance Committee in
Col. 5)(Continued From Page I
or minor role without any
loved in Ireland. Maureen Delaney,
Barry Fitzgerald, Eileen Crowe, Arthur
Shields, Michael Dolan. Joan Sullivan,
May Craig and Ria Mooney are under
the care of Lennox Robinson, versatile
actor-playwright-manager.
Since this is the first time the Abbey
Theatre Players have been in this vi-
cinity for many years, and since they
tot likely to be here again for a












Wellesley and Falmouth Heights
Massachusetts
Dr. F. Wilbur Mottley, M. A.
DENTIST
DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST
Waban Block Wellesley Sq,
for capture i
thetrol bj
Curry, was a determined and success-
ful effort to avoid a rift in the party
and preserve harmony, in the face of
the hostile attitudes shown by the I
present Governor and former Gov-
ernor Alfred E. Smith, both contenders I
for the nomination. It appeared that
unless a more disinterested leader than
the present state executive were cho-
The
the
may have a definite bearing on Gov-
ernor Roosevelt's nomination. Despite
his running on a wet platform and his
urging of repeal of the law, he has been
warmly supported in the dry South
and West. Both factions, those follow-
ing Mr. Smith as well as those for the
Governor, are awaiting the primary
battles in Pennsylvania and Massachu-
setts with tense excitement and curi-
osity, in order to see the reaction to
this conflict in New York. In these
contests, there will be an excellent op-
portunity to measure the comparative
strength of the two candidates.
JORDANjkMARSHCO/^NY
A Suede Jacket
from out sportswear shop is top-
fashion on green or campus!
<r
. $16-7
Talon - fastening! The
jacket sketched closes with
a zip, right up to its well-
tailored collar! Soft, fine
suede in mellow brown,
pastel green or blue. Other
sports jackets from $10.75
to $19.75.






Shop of Barbara Gordon
Gifts of charm and distinct
ARCADE Wei. 1814-WorR LESL
®tje $lue ©ragon
CENTRAL STREET, WELLESLEY, MASS.
I. M. to 7:30 P. M. Sunday, 5:30 '.o 7:30 P.
Tel. Wellesley 1089
WELLESLEY INN






WHERE. OH \\ HI III Mil SENIORS—OF
Your own Club House
to EUROPE!
Tourist and $rd Class Become Exclusive! En-
tire sections set aside for you on conve- NEW LOWS
nient sailings of Lloyd Express and Cabin Tourist class
Liners. Dances, deck sports, masquerades, $QA
jollifications, cozy lounges, comfortable
staterooms, pleasant decks. The "dues" are Third Class




252 Boylston St. Boston, Mass.





H. L. PLAGG CO.
Wcllesley Square
DR. JOSEPH P. MESLIS
Podiatrist-Chiropodist




frmgard Waldeck, Oieselerstr. 13, Ber
Hn-wilmersdorf
"ie underground). Another charming
of the same type, a
fine less conveniently situated, I
th|nk, is Prl. Margot Ilius, Kaiser-
AUee 128, Eerlin-Priedenau. One does
American travelers a great kindness
111 steering
Nch people. Here in Munich I send
card of Fr. von Dobeneck,
Willhelmstrasse 14, who keeps
WELLESLKY COLLEGE NEW!
CALENDAR
C,.,. .!,..'- 1 if.'." in,Tiirlnirr
All.)!:! Kiiih'" Chi Semi-Open.
Wani.'n of -SI. Si.'i.li.-n's Collcpe,
-ery, of the De-
.
-,.. |. .„... . ... ..I... >l. ...
NOTES: •WELI.ESLEV rol.I.EfiF









In a recent article in the New York
Times, entitled, The College Woman
Emerges, Mabel Barbara Lee says,
i of the Stu-
, made up of
delegates from 600 universities and
colleges, one of the most striking bits
tee requesting President Hoover to ar-
range for student representation at the
meeting of the Geneva arms confer-
ence. It was a profound gesture in-
dicating the trend of thought and en-
deavor among both men and womer
undergraduates in our colleges today
"There is too great a tendency or
the part of the older generation tc
oversimplify the causes of change ir
the character of college students. The
World War undoubtedly had much tc
do with bringing us all to grips with
reality, but many other forces have




of the land, wl
sharply from the period
parents. Chief among these have
been the improved methods of train-
ing in the elementary and secondary
schools. The pendulum has been
swinging slowly but surely away from
mass standards of instruction. The
emphasis in the best schools, both
public and private, is more and more
upon the mental capabilities and needs
of the individual child rather than
upon the content of the courses.
"In other words, education has come
to mean guidance with self-reliance
and independent thinking as goals of
rather than the accumula-
and unrelated information,
le a girl has finished pre-
rhool today she is likely to
ire mentally as the average
or of twenty years ago. and
iften has, in addition, a social
which sets her apart from the
of her age in any period. She
college then with far better in-
equipment than the fresh-
man of 1900. She is prepared to weigh
evidence, to question authority, to ex-
periment, to create; and her working
material may be found anywhere from
the chemistry laboratory to the coun-
cil rooms of student government.
Nothing, according to her point of
view, is settled, least of all her own
restless, questing self.
Collegiate Pastimes Vanish
"In the light of this changed atti-
dent, it is not surprising that she has
had a large part in bringing about re-
forms on the campus which even ten
years ago would have been impossible
to initiate. Compulsory chapel has
given way in most cases to voluntary
serviceb which are so broadly con-
ceived that they may be of spiritual
value to girls of every religious creed
The colle-
years, which
daily life of the
, have vanished along with
framed with passe-partout
decorated the walls of her
ulovr.v, which .seemed to nn
father's youthful generation w
grave apprehension, have been stos
away in the basement to be kept
relics of a period when muscle t
brawn were regarded as signs of phys-
ical vigor. The college girl today pre-
serves her health by other methods
combining exercise with recreation
replacing the stilted activities of the
gymnasium with outdoor games such
as skating, hockey, tennis and golf,
She has become expert at dancing,
swimming and sailing. She is likely
to be as graceful and well coordinated
as she is sun-tanned.
Chaperon Disappears
"Through governing bodies <
she has helped to elect, the antiquated
rules intended to control her
conduct are being modified or vet
minimum that she is rarely
of their former demoralizing
limitations. She is free to a certain
it to come and go as she wishes.
automobile has made it possible
,veek-end from widely separated
colleges, and she in turn enliven
school year by rushing off to i
jarties, junior "proms" and Winter
ports carnivals. The chaperon of
ormer years has either vanished al-
together or developed into the pa-
troness who, as often as not, has her
own dance program well filled. One is
safe in saying that the modern college
girl enjoys almost as much liberty as
her brother, and that there is no such
thing today as sex isolation in the
women's colleges.
"Even the curriculum, that imme-
morial heritage of the faculty, has
been revised, partly as a result of her
more adequately
intellectual needs. In the honors
ses which are available to her
the freshman or sophomore ycav-
she spares neither time nor energy in
serious scholastic research. She is
deeply interested in the physical
phenomena of her environment, in




Z)_ things to be lovely
"TT THAT needless extravagance to clutterW one's dressing table with complicated
beauty preparations! Pond's simple, whole-
some Method will keep one's skin fresh and
clear in much less time— at much less cost."
So a famous society woman says, and
countless other women know that the skin
needs just four things to make and keep it
lovely—Cleansing, Lubricating, Stimulating,
Protecting.
Follow the four steps of Pond's Method
faithfully!
I Generously ;ipplv I*. mil's Cnld Cream at least once
a il.iv and jlw.ivs .ilti r ex|n 'sure. Let tin- tine i
tr.ite every nnre ., ml ll„.,t alMirt to the surfn
away with ('.mil's t'le.losing Tissues, softer,




3 Sn loth on Pond's Vanishing Cream always h.f..n
,
owder, to protect \our skin and make the pow-
der go on evenly and last longer.
4 At bedtime, always repeat the Cold Cream and
Tissues cleansing t.i remove the day's accumulation ol
grime. Then smooth .in i little fresh Cold Cream tc
soften and lubricate the skin and leave it on overnight.
Send 10(* for Pond's 4 Preparations





(Continued From Page 1, Col. 3)
On Wednesday, April 27, at 8 P. M.
in Billings Hall, Miss Helen Joy Sleeper
and Miss Gladys Avery of the Depart-
ment of Music, assisted by the Seven-
teenth Century Ensemble, will present
Emergency'Relief
CONTRIBUTIONS TO 1
Before March 22 $20














Pledges are payable to the
treasurer—Priscilla Cleaver 327
Stone Hall.
J^ei s be feA MORE THAN A QUARTER CENTURY
has passed since the Wellesley National Bank first began
to serve the students of Wellesley College.
It is a source of great satisfaction to us that many
students continue to bank with us after graduation, a
striking testimonial to the quality of the service rend-
ered.
May not serve you als



















Spi —Cash and Carry
Liggetts
539 Washington Street, Wellesley, Mass.
wishes to announce the installation of a
Luncheonette Service at the Soda Fountain.
It will be our policy to furnish the highest quality
at the lowest price.
PASTRIES
Apple Pie 10 Lemon Meringue Pie . .15
Pineapple Pie
TOAST
English Muffins 10 Plain .10 Cinnamon .10
Rye or White Bread
SPECIALS
Chop Suey Sandwich ... .25
Welsh Rarebit Sandwich .25
Beef Stew Sandwich ... -25
Turnovers 05 Macaroons 05
Fig Bars 05 Asst. Crackers 05
Apple Sauce Cake 05 Brownies 05
We have the usual excellent line of Sundaes, Sand-
wiches, "2-1" Orangeades and Ice Cream Sodas.
May we serve you?
